Let’s uKnight
Hoagie Sales & Patron Giving
As a non-profit organization, Lexington Catholic is challenged with maintaining an affordable tuition
for all families, while continuing to provide all the resources required of a high quality college
preparatory school. Tuition alone does not cover the full cost of each student’s educational
experience. That gap has to be made up through the generosity of our donors. The Advancement
Office is charged with this responsibility and for 2019-20 the goal is $611,000.
Achieving this goal gives our faculty and staff the tools they need to provide a first-rate catholic
education and helps to keep tuition increases under control.
Hoagies and the uKnight Patron Program:
One of the most unique things at Lexington
Catholic is the spirit in which our community
comes together for Hoagie Sales.
Hoagie sales and the uKnight fund are
vital to our overall Advancement efforts.
Both serve the same purpose of providing
tuition assistance, increasing faculty salaries,
sustaining our High Marks program, and
more. The success of our Hoagie event is
without question.
The Community Spirit of serving and
connecting is a rich tradition that we want to
continue. Yet, production of 40,000+
Hoagies has increasing expense and we cannot increase volume. In order for our Advancement
efforts to sustain, we must combine our energy and enthusiasm for both programs.
This is the reason for the combined sales and giving program for our current families.
The uKnight Patron program will work in tandem with Hoagie Sales efforts and encourage us all to
Give, Connect, and Serve.
August 18th will be the school-wide Hoagie kick off, encouraging 100% student participation, along
with incentives for our students, faculty, and staff.
 Now through September 30th families have the option of giving to the uKnight Patron
Program to be considered as a Hoagie Patron participant
See the uKnight Patron Donor Options and the 2019-20 uKnight brochure as you consider your
role this year. We need the support of everyone in our community in whatever way you are able to
Give, Connect, and Serve.
Our Patron Program goal to raise $172,000 in combined Hoagie Sales and uKnight Patron giving
by September 30, 2019

